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 Name  Date

Mixed Review Writing Assessment

Directions:  Read each group of words.  
Write F if it is a fragment, R if it is a run-on, 
and C if the sentence is complete . 

Directions:  Write V next to a verb, N next 
to a noun, and A next to an adjective.   

____   We visited Disneyland last Saturday. 

____ Quite hot so we went into an air conditioned room. 

____ That cupcake looks delicious I should buy one. 

____ dance

____ robot

____ candy

____ write

____ sweet

____ eat

____ read

____ ask

____ walk

____ shiny

____ easy

____ box

____ home

____ loud

____ fun

____ food

Directions:  In each sentence, underline the common noun and circle the proper noun.  

George played his favorite game on his computer. 

When we visited Legoland, we were allowed to eat candy and spend the night at the 
Happy Hotel!

Uncle John lives by a large lake in Michigan. 

Did you go to John Muir High School’s basketball game last Friday? 

Directions:  Each sentence includes a possessive noun.  Write the missing apostrophe on 
each possessive noun.    

The children’s rooms are neat and tidy. 

Are you going to Jody’s house to study for the math test? 

All of my cousins’ houses are located near the elementary school. 

Aunt Tina’s hair is long and beautiful. 
 

I bought beans, rice,  and salsa at the market. 

Charlie,  would you like to try these brownies that I made? 

I don’t like broccoli,  but I do like peas!

My grandmother lives in San Diego,  California. 

Chloe made chocolate,   vanilla,   and strawberry ice cream from scratch. 
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Directions:  Add the missing comma(s) in each of these sentences. 


